
The newest Wazdan production – 9 Burning Dragons – will definitely win your hearts from the very first spin! 
How do we know that? This game is a blend of simple mechanics, oriental symbols, and favoured bonus features, 
thus it will satisfy each and every player. Simplicity might be the key to the best quality, therefore this video slot 
guarantees the highest level of engagement and entertainment.
 
This 9-reel title takes players to the mysterious and hot world of dragons that breathe the fire of wins. The fire 
begins in the basic game filled to the brim with oriental symbols such as pots full of shiny gems, golden ingots, 
lucky horseshoes, as well as sizzling J, Q, K, or A  letters. Additionally, the Wild symbol that substitutes for all 
the other symbols, except the very special Bonus symbol, blows the coals even more!

Gathering 3 Bonus symbols opens the dragon’s den of the Hold the Jackpot Bonus round where players may 
stand face to face with mighty dragons and feel their benevolence.
 
Reaching the Bonus round makes every player a winner as they may grab prizes up to 2187x their stake. In order 
to help players win, during the Bonus round, the dragons give the initial 3 Re-Spins, which reset every time  
a Bonus symbol lands on the grid, increasing the chance for a big win. The more Bonus symbols they collect,  
the higher prizes they get. It’s a truly hot gaming experience!
 
9 Burning Dragons that rule their cavern award the visitors accordingly. Be their guest!
Players who collect 6 dragon symbols win the Mini Jackpot, for 7 Bonus symbols the generous dragons pay  
the Minor Jackpot whereas 8 of them grant the Major Jackpot. Filling up the whole grid with 9 Bonus symbols 
awards the desired Grand Jackpot of 2187x player’s bet!

All hot-tempered gaming freaks who want to meet the dragons and enter the Bonus game instantly are welcome 
to use Wazdan’s special Buy Feature that will take them to the real dragon’s lair.
 
Players are allowed to adjust the Volatility Level™ of the game to their individual preferences. If they want to 
relax and have a good time, they should pick the Low Volatility Level™ - one tiny chili pepper on the button 
symbolises more frequent but smaller wins. Those who launched the game for thrills may choose the High 
Volatility Level™, which guarantees really hot and spicy gameplay during which players may grab higher yet 
less frequent wins. All those, who enjoy both spinning and winning can select the Standard Volatility Level™  
that offers more balanced wins. 
 
9 Burning Dragons is a guarantee of your good time and full entertainment. Attractive yet simple Bonus symbols, 
stunning fiery graphics, enjoyable music, and the chance to grab the highest wins up to 2187x player’s bet    -  
can it be better? Try your luck and meet the beasts now!
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